LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION OUTLINE

A – GENERAL WORKS LIKE ENCYCLOPEDIAS and DICTIONARIES
   (includes MUSEUM STUDIES)
B – PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, RELIGION
D – HISTORY: GENERAL and OLD WORLD
E-F – HISTORY: AMERICA
G – GEOGRAPHY, ANTHROPOLOGY, RECREATION
H – SOCIAL SCIENCES
J – POLITICAL SCIENCE
K – LAW
L – EDUCATION
M – MUSIC and BOOKS ON MUSIC
N – FINE ARTS (see below)
P – LANGUAGE and LITERATURE
Q – SCIENCE
R – MEDICINE
S – AGRICULTURE
T – TECHNOLOGY (includes PHOTOGRAPHY and FILM)
Z – BIBLIOGRAPHY (includes TYPOGRAPHY)

N: Visual arts
NA: Architecture
NB: Sculpture
NC: Drawing, Design, Illustration
ND: Painting
NE: Print media
NK: Decorative Arts
NX: Arts in general
TR: Photography
TT: Handicrafts, Arts and crafts
Z: Books (General). Writing, Typography, Paleography

Please note that the books in each section of our library are in the order of this classification system. For example, there is a “TR” section in the Quarto area, in the Stacks area, in the Reference area, and in the Folio area.